Introduction {#S1}
============

Methods and pace of TV series watching have undergone major changes within the new digital era and its sophisticated technological innovations. By removing the constraints of time and place, on-demand viewing and online streaming services (e.g., Netflix, Amazon, Disney, Fox, Hulu, when only confining to legal downloading platforms) have achieved tremendous popularity over recent years (the most famous of these henceforth counts 151 million members in over 190 countries; [@B58]). These services are now granting TV series viewers unlimited access to a prolific catalog of programs that they can watch all in one sitting on nearly any kind of Internet-connected device. In this context, binge-watching (broadly defined as consecutively watching multiple episodes of TV series) has rapidly become standard practice among the community of viewers, the majority of who report this as their favored means of consuming TV entertainment ([@B109]).

In addition to its massive growth in popularity, binge-watching has also been in the focus of recent research where concerns are increasingly expressed about the potential adverse outcomes that may arise from excessive binge-watching. There is growing evidence that prolonged involvement in binge-watching may become problematic and engender damaging consequences for viewers (e.g., lack of sleep, decreases in exercise and healthy eating, less effective day-to-day functioning, and reduced social life; [@B22]; [@B35]; [@B74]; [@B100]). As a behavior obviously involving a self-control dilemma (i.e., succumbing or not to the vivid desire to watch "just one more" episode) as well as potential dysregulation implying negative consequences, a growing body of research have, therefore, emerged in parallel to investigate the potential addictive nature of binge-watching (e.g., [@B30]; [@B64]; [@B71]; [@B81]; [@B88]).

Nevertheless, most of the studies conducted so far have conceptualized binge-watching as a unitary construct, solely characterized in quantitative terms (i.e., on the basis of variable criteria of intensity such as quantity of episodes seen or hours spent viewing), while preliminary qualitative findings suggest that it is an heterogeneous and multidetermined phenomenon ([@B25]), potentially involving different binge-watchers' subprofiles ([@B80]).

In such a context, little is known about the psychological processes involved in binge-watching, thus hampering a genuine understanding of what specifically drives this behavior, as well as of how and under what circumstances it may become problematic. This is especially true as the majority of previous studies is characterized by an a priori conceptualization of binge-watching as a genuine addictive disorder, focusing on the identification of apparent symptomatic similarities with established behavioral addictions, thereby neglecting more in-depth explorations of its underlying psychological mechanisms. All this is part of a more general trend within the addiction research field where excessive-like recreational and rewarding behaviors are most often dealt with from such a "confirmatory" approach, which is increasingly criticized ([@B13]; [@B43]; [@B87]). In addition to being simplistic, such an approach is likely to result in the overpathologization of common behaviors and to hamper both conceptualization and clinical interventions related to these problematic behaviors ([@B13]; [@B43]). To advance binge-watching research beyond these conceptual limitations, it is mandatory to distinguish between elevated (but safe) and problematic binge-watching ([@B24]; [@B95]), adopting a psychological processes-oriented approach which is liable to provide a more complete understanding of one's media use and media-related behaviors ([@B11]; [@B99]).

Media use, however, is the complex result of an intertwined set of factors ([@B20]; [@B98]), thus making it difficult to determine which types of psychological factors are involved in the reasons why certain TV series viewers give in to binge-watching, sometimes to an excessive or problematic extent. In this context, the Differential Susceptibility to Media Effects Model ([@B97]) is of particular relevance. Grounded in the media effects literature, this integrative model posits that there are strong individual differences in susceptibility to media effects. Its primary assumption is that, not only being transactional, media effects are first and foremost conditional as that they are contingent upon specific dispositions of media users. "Dispositional susceptibility" is defined in this paradigm as all person dimensions that predispose the selection of and responsiveness to media ([@B97], p. 226), including individual motivations and personality traits. A second assumption is that media effects are indirect, given that certain "media response states" (i.e., originating from media use) mediate the relationship between media use and media effects. Among these, an "emotional response state," which encompasses all affective reactions to media content, and an "excitative response state," referring to the degree of physiological arousal in response to media, interactively make up the notable emotional processing that occurs during and shortly after exposure, and which acts as a mediator.

Capitalizing on these theoretical benchmarks, we propose that (a) motivations, (b) impulsivity traits, and (c) emotional reactivity are key psychological factors that interact with "addictive" qualities of TV series (which notably lie in narrative tactics and genres specificities), thus making individuals more or less prone to binge-watching. In the following, we outline their individual relevance in distinguishing high (but safe) from problematic binge-watching.

Potential key psychological factors related to binge-watching {#S1a}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Underlying motivations of TV series watching are crucial indicators to consider when it comes to binge-watching development and maintenance. Individual motives for media use are known to play a pivotal role as regards to the comprehension of media effects in most prominent media theories such as Uses-and-Gratifications ([@B44]; [@B75]) and Selective Exposure ([@B48]; [@B112]) approaches. Whether complementary or compensatory, media users typically select media content in response to their needs or desires among a wide array of media options that provide numerous immediate gratifications. As for binge-watching, a variety of motivations (e.g., social interaction, hedonism, relaxation, escape from reality, and self-development) have already been emphasized ([@B25]; [@B65]; [@B69]; [@B89]). Nevertheless, the extent to which each of these drivers differently accounts for the onset and perpetuation of binge-watching, whether problematic or not, remains largely unknown. This is a right way forward for research to consider, though, as preliminary findings indicate associations between harmonious passion for TV series watching and specific forms of motivations (i.e., social interaction and self-development; [@B95]). Conversely, based on the literature on excessive and addictive behaviors, several additional motives can be suspected to contribute to problematic forms of binge-watching. A prime example is escapism, which may result in dysfunctional coping (e.g., stress reduction), and whose influence on the emergence (and maintenance) of a wide range of problem behaviors is a well-acknowledged fact (e.g., Internet overuse and immoderate involvement in online video gaming or gambling; [@B14]; [@B42]; [@B107]).

As selective exposure and responsiveness to the media are not only guided by the goals but also by the personality of media users ([@B97]), the investigation of the role of impulsivity, or self-control-related traits, in binge consumption of TV series episodes makes sense. In line with this approach, it is noteworthy that the pervasive access to media options is increasingly posited as a challenge to users' self-control abilities ([@B36]; [@B77]). Previous research has shown associations between media users' trait impulsivity and their media use ([@B56]; [@B66]), suggesting that (a) giving in to media desires is among the most prevalent forms of self-control failure in everyday life ([@B37]; [@B70]), and that (b) self-control is a possible moderator of media use effects ([@B36]). The research focus on self-control seems legitimate, given that TV series viewers frequently watch longer than they intend ([@B19]; [@B25]; [@B71]), thus leading some authors to suggest that streaming services should enable viewers to preselect their maximum viewing duration before beginning each screening session for regulation purposes ([@B5]; [@B22]). Other preliminary findings further reported that self-control deficiency fosters binge-watching ([@B34]; [@B96]), which is associated with heightened impulsivity ([@B71]). Nevertheless, this latter study tackled impulsivity from a unidimensional perspective, while a multifaceted conceptualization of the construct would be far better suited. It is indeed well established that impulsivity, which is a transdiagnostic factor involved in a variety of mental disorders (for a meta-analysis, see [@B8]), encompasses a combination of distinct facets underpinned by specific psychological mechanisms ([@B18]; [@B21]; [@B84]). According to one of the most influential models in the field, i.e., the UPPS model of impulsivity ([@B16]; [@B102]), impulsivity includes five main dimensions: negative urgency (the tendency to act rashly when experiencing intense negative emotions), positive urgency (the tendency to act rashly when experiencing intense positive emotions), lack of premeditation (the tendency not to take into account the consequences of an act before engaging in that act), lack of perseverance (the tendency to have difficulty remaining focused on a boring and/or difficult task), and sensation seeking (the tendency to enjoy and pursue new and exciting activities). This multidimensionality of impulsivity is all the more worth considering when exploring binge-watching, as previous studies have highlighted specific links between each of these subcomponents and several addictive behaviors (e.g., excessive Internet use, alcohol and drug abuse, and gambling disorder; for a review, see [@B72]). Drawing from previous work that conceptualized problematic binge-watching as a maladaptive emotion regulation strategy ([@B26]), emotion laden impulsivity, which is a strong predictor of maladaptive behaviors serving to regulate affective states through the relief of negative emotions ([@B7]; [@B10]; [@B78]), may, for example, account for the distinctiveness of problem binge-watching.

Finally, as one of the major variables through which the effects of TV series watching arise, emotional reactivity could constitute a third key factor in binge-watching behaviors. Emotions have been demonstrated to be at the heart of the dynamics underlying media use and its effects ([@B50]; [@B57]; [@B104]), and involvement in TV series watching, in particular, has been conceptualized as the emotional response to the storyline of a show ([@B31]). This is in line with the core principles of screenwriting, according to which it is only through emotional impact that effective storytelling engages viewers ([@B23]; [@B39]; [@B53]). This ultimately implies that individual differences in emotional reactivity must come into play as regards to the extent of binge-watching commitment and presumably also its excessive or problematic counterpart. In fact, high emotional reactivity is a hallmark of psychopathology, and it is worth stressing that previous studies found positive associations between high emotional reactivity, reduced executive/inhibitory control, and problematic behaviors (e.g., [@B59]; [@B68]; [@B83]).

The aim of this study was, therefore, to explore binge-watchers' psychological characteristics by identifying potential subgroups of TV series viewers, taking into account the combination of motivations for TV series watching, impulsivity traits, and emotional reactivity, and, ultimately, to clarify whether certain subgroups of viewers are more susceptible to problematic binge-watching. To this end, we used cluster analysis on data from a large sample of TV series viewers, where affect (as an indirect measure of comorbid psychopathology) and co-occurring problematic (non-substance- and substance-related) behaviors were part of the external correlates being investigated.

Methods {#S2}
=======

Procedure {#S2a}
---------

An online survey was distributed to French-speaking TV series viewers who were members of active TV shows' fan communities on Facebook and online discussion boards in November and December 2016. To capture the diversity of binge-watching habits, the inclusion criteria described in the invitation to take part in the survey were non-restrictive, i.e., being of legal age and having watched TV series episodes on a regular basis on DVD, USB, SVOD, or streaming devices, over the past 6 months.

Participants {#S2b}
------------

The survey recorded a rate of 48.51% of full responses among the 8,326 participants who started to answer questionnaires, thus constituting a sample of 4,039 cases (not differing from the global one in terms of age and gender), which was included in statistical analyses. Most of final sample were female (80.34%) and ages ranged from 18 to 69 years old (*M* = 24.90, *SD* = 7.57). With regard to their professional status, participants reported to be students (57.76%), employed (35.39%), unemployed (6.46%), or retired (0.39%).

Measures {#S2c}
--------

The online survey was designed to assess the following clustering variables: (a) TV series-watching motivations, (b) impulsivity traits, and (c) emotional reactivity as well as the following external correlates: (a) sociodemographic characteristics, (b) TV series-watching patterns, (c) binge-watching engagement and symptoms of problematic binge-watching, (d) affect, (e) problematic Internet use, and (f) alcohol-related problems.

The sociodemographic variables assessed included age, gender, educational level, and marital status. A series of items (see [Appendix](#app1){ref-type="app"}) were used to rate TV series-watching behaviors by evaluating the frequency of viewing and its intensity, by asking for the average time spent watching during a typical screening session, the number of episodes usually watched consecutively, and the number of TV series generally followed at the same time. Additional items were employed to measure both self-perceived dependency (the use of the term "dependency" throughout this manuscript is to be understood as psychological dependency) on TV series, the extent to which participants considered their consumption of TV series as problematic, and whether or not they planned to modify their current viewing behavior. Finally, participants were shown a list of TV series genres (e.g., comedy, drama, detective) and asked to select which of them they most frequently watch or generally prefer.

The questionnaires included in the online survey have all been validated with French-speaking samples. Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} describes the scales used and reports their internal reliability. TV series-watching motivations were evaluated with the French Watching TV Series Motives Questionnaire (WTSMQ; [@B24]), a 22-item scale measuring four core motivational aspects related to TV series watching: social, emotional enhancement, enrichment, and coping/escapism. Items are scored on a 4-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (*not at all*) to 4 (*to a great extent*), with higher scores indicating higher motivational levels. The degree of binge-watching commitment and problematic binge-watching was also assessed using the French Binge-Watching Engagement and Symptoms Questionnaire (BWESQ; [@B24]), a 40-item scale measuring engagement in binge-watching (i.e., engagement, positive emotions, desire/savoring, and pleasure preservation) and symptoms of problematic binge-watching (i.e., binge-watching, dependency, and loss of control). Items are scored on a 4-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (*strongly disagree*) to 4 (*strongly agree*), with higher scores representing higher involvement in binge-watching and problematic binge-watching. Impulsivity traits were evaluated with the French Short UPPS-P Impulsive Behavior Scale ([@B12]), a 20-item scale measuring five facets of impulsivity: positive urgency, negative urgency, lack of premeditation, lack of perseverance, and sensation seeking. Items are scored on a 4-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (*strongly agree*) to 4 (*strongly disagree*). Some items are reversed, so that higher scores indicate higher levels of impulsivity traits. Emotional reactivity was rated with the French version of the Emotion Reactivity Scale ([@B51]; original English version: [@B59]), a 21-item scale allowing for the calculation of a global emotional reactivity score. Items are scored on a 5-point scale ranging from 0 (*not at all like me*) to 4 (*completely like me*), with a higher score signifying higher emotional reactivity. Affect was measured with the French Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS; [@B28]; original English version: [@B101]), a 20-item scale evaluating positive and negative affect as experienced in general. Items are scored on a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (*very slightly or not at all*) to 5 (*very much*), with higher scores representing more prevalent emotional experiences. Finally, we assessed both problematic Internet use and alcohol abuse. Problematic Internet use was measured with the French Compulsive Internet Use Scale (CIUS; [@B45]; original English version: [@B54]), a 14-item scale rating core features of Internet addictive use: loss of control, preoccupation, withdrawal symptoms, coping or mood modification, and conflict. Items are scored on a 5-point scale ranging from 0 (*never*) to 4 (*very often*), with a higher score implying more severe problematic Internet use. At-risk and problematic alcohol consumption were evaluated by the French Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT; [@B27]; original English version: [@B4]), consisting of 10 individual items measuring the severity of alcohol use. A higher score thus indicates more frequent/intense alcohol consumption.

###### 

Questionnaire variables evaluated in the online survey

  Questionnaire                                          Scale                                                                                                  Scale description                                                                                                                                                                                 Reliability coefficient (α)
  ------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------
  Watching TV Series Motives Questionnaire               Social                                                                                                 Interest in bonding with others by means of TV series                                                                                                                                             .69
  Emotional enhancement                                  Desire to watch TV series to experience intense affective states                                       .64                                                                                                                                                                                               
  Enrichment                                             Interest in developing one's intellectual experiences and knowledge through TV series watching         .71                                                                                                                                                                                               
  Coping/escapism                                        Desire to watch TV series to avoid thinking about real-life problems or to cope with negative affect   .79                                                                                                                                                                                               
  Binge-Watching Engagement and Symptoms Questionnaire   Engagement                                                                                             Extent of involvement in TV series watching                                                                                                                                                       .80
  Positive emotions                                      Emotional benefits derived from TV series watching                                                     .66                                                                                                                                                                                               
  Desire/savoring                                        Amount of desire for and appreciation of TV series watching                                            .77                                                                                                                                                                                               
  Pleasure preservation                                  Use of strategies aimed at maintaining or enhancing TV series watching pleasure                        .63                                                                                                                                                                                               
  Binge-watching                                         Extent of binge-watching                                                                               .79                                                                                                                                                                                               
  Loss of control                                        Problematic involvement in binge-watching                                                              .82                                                                                                                                                                                               
  Dependency                                             Difficulty to abstain from TV series watching                                                          .78                                                                                                                                                                                               
  s-UPPS-P Impulsive Behavior Scale                      Negative urgency                                                                                       Proneness to act rashly in intense negative emotional contexts                                                                                                                                    .84
  Positive urgency                                       Proneness to act rashly in intense positive emotional contexts                                         .74                                                                                                                                                                                               
  Lack of premeditation                                  Difficulty to take into account the consequences of an action                                          .82                                                                                                                                                                                               
  Lack of perseverance                                   Difficulty to remain focused on difficult or boring tasks                                              .88                                                                                                                                                                                               
  Sensation seeking                                      Openness to new experiences and preferences for risky activities                                       .82                                                                                                                                                                                               
  Emotion Reactivity Scale                               Emotional reactivity                                                                                   Extent to which individuals experience emotions in response to a wide array of stimuli, strongly or intensely, and for a prolonged period of time before returning to baseline level of arousal   .93
  Positive Affect and Negative Affect Schedule           Negative affect                                                                                        Proneness to experience negative affect states                                                                                                                                                    .83
  Positive affect                                        Proneness to experience positive affect states                                                         .74                                                                                                                                                                                               
  Compulsive Internet Use Scale                          Problematic Internet use                                                                               Problematic involvement regarding Internet use (e.g., loss of control, attentional focus, and interpersonal conflicts)                                                                            .91
  Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test              Alcohol-related problems                                                                               Hazardous and problematic alcohol use                                                                                                                                                             .85

*Note.* Internal reliability coefficients (α) obtained in the current sample.

Statistical analyses {#S2d}
--------------------

All statistical analyses were performed with IBM SPSS Statistics 24 ([@B38]). Subgroups of binge-watchers were determined as usually advised by means of data clustering executed via both hierarchical and non-hierarchical techniques ([@B33]). In the first step, a hierarchical analysis was conducted by applying Ward's clustering method based on squared Euclidean distances; then, cluster membership was identified in a second step with non-hierarchical K-means analysis. In accordance with the above theoretical rationale, the set of psychological variables of interest (i.e., TV series-watching motivations, impulsivity traits, and emotional reactivity) was used to form the clusters after prior *Z*-score transformation. In addition, upstream inspection of the correlations between each of these variables (the full correlational results are available from <https://osf.io/x849w/>) did not note any significant multicollinearity issue (*r* = .50, constituting the uppermost correlation). Finally, the soundness of the resulting clusters was investigated through mutual comparisons of external correlates including (a) sociodemographics (age, gender, educational level, and marital status); (b) viewing patterns (frequency of viewing, average time spent viewing, usual number of episodes watched during one session, and typical number of shows followed simultaneously), self-perceived consumption (dependency, problematic extent, and willingness to modify the behavior), and preferences (most often watched genres) related to TV series; (c) reported involvement in binge-watching and problematic binge-watching (BWESQ); (d) affect (PANAS); (e) problematic Internet use (CIUS); and (f) alcohol-related problems (AUDIT). To do so, analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were undertaken, and Bonferroni-corrected post-hoc *t*-tests were computed.

Ethics {#S2e}
------

This study obtained clearance from the Psychological Sciences Research Institute Ethics Committee of the Université catholique de Louvain (Belgium). The aims of the study were specified to the participants who systematically gave their consent prior to anonymously taking part in the assessment. No incentives were provided to participants. Part of the data collected in the online survey has already been published in a previous study testing the psychometric properties of the WTSMQ and the BWESQ scales described above ([@B24]). Still, the findings presented here constitute original results as they are based on additional material that was not part of the aforementioned publication, which involved a distinct research objective.

Results {#S3}
=======

The data clustering results derived from the agglomeration schedule, dendrogram, and scree plot ([@B108]) suggested an optimal four-factor solution at both statistical and theoretical levels. Additional analyses revealed that a three-factor solution would mask insightful findings by merging clusters 2 and 4, whereas a five-factor solution includes two very similar clusters. The psychological profiles of the four clusters identified are displayed in Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The subsequent ANOVAs emphasized that cluster membership has a significant effect on all psychological factors considered (i.e., TV series-watching motivations, impulsivity dimensions, and emotional reactivity), and on all the external correlates (i.e., sociodemographics, viewing patterns, self-perceived consumption and preferences related to TV series, reported involvement in binge-watching and problematic binge-watching, affect, problematic Internet use, and alcohol-related problems). Descriptive statistics for each of these clusters and differences between them with regard to psychological characteristics and external correlates are shown in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. The various genres of TV series mostly watched among the four clusters are displayed in Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. These results are first presented in their raw form here before being interpreted and discussed in the following section.

###### 

Descriptive statistics for the four clusters

  Variable                                                Cluster 1 (*N* = 901, 22.31%) avid binge-watchers   Cluster 2 (*N* = 1,060, 26.24%) recreational TV series viewers   Cluster 3 (*N* = 952, 23.57%) unregulated binge-watchers   Cluster 4 (*N* = 1,126, 27.88%) regulated binge-watchers   *F*      *p*      η^2^
  ---------------------------------------------- -------- --------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------- -------- -------- ------
  Social motive                                    1--4   2.26 (0.51)^a,b,c^                                  1.44 (0.40)^b,c,d^                                               1.72 (0.47)^a,d^                                           1.66 (0.46)^a,d^                                           536.81   \<.001   .28
  Emotional enhancement motive                     1--4   3.52 (0.35)^a,b,c^                                  2.70 (0.44)^b,c,d^                                               3.31 (0.41)^a,d^                                           3.28 (0.37)^a,d^                                           796.14   \<.001   .37
  Enrichment motive                                1--4   3.33 (0.41)^a,b,c^                                  2.54 (0.55)^b,c,d^                                               2.85 (0.51)^a,c,d^                                         3.03 (0.48)^a,b,d^                                         442.65   \<.001   .25
  Coping-escapism motive                           1--4   2.85 (0.52)^a,c^                                    1.97 (0.44)^b,c,d^                                               2.80 (0.51)^a,c^                                           2.43 (0.50)^a,b,d^                                         688.35   \<.001   .34
  Negative urgency                                 1--4   2.62 (0.66)^a,b,c^                                  2.17 (0.61)^b,c,d^                                               2.92 (0.68)^a,c,d^                                         1.76 (0.53)^a,b,d^                                         692.75   \<.001   .34
  Positive urgency                                 1--4   2.97 (0.51)^a,b,c^                                  2.58 (0.50)^b,c,d^                                               3.17 (0.48)^a,c,d^                                         2.18 (0.48)^a,b,d^                                         814.54   \<.001   .38
  Lack of premeditation                            1--4   1.75 (0.46)^a,b,c^                                  1.98 (0.53)^b,c,d^                                               2.44 (0.54)^a,c,d^                                         1.60 (0.45)^a,b,d^                                         537.28   \<.001   .28
  Lack of perseverance                             1--4   1.70 (0.55)^a,b^                                    1.80 (0.56)^b,d^                                                 2.39 (0.65)^a,c,d^                                         1.74 (0.58)^b^                                             288.69   \<.001   .18
  Sensation seeking                                1--4   2.87 (0.62)^a,b,c^                                  2.58 (0.68)^c,d^                                                 2.62 (0.68)^c,d^                                           2.20 (0.66)^a,b,d^                                         176.72   \<.001   .12
  Emotional reactivity                             1--5   3.12 (0.75)^a,b,c^                                  2.39 (0.69)^b,d^                                                 3.33 (0.75)^a,c,d^                                         2.39 (0.69)^b,d^                                           470.64   \<.001   .26
  *External correlates*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
  Age                                             18--69  23.23 (6.11)^a,c^                                   26.77 (8.88)^b,c,d^                                              23.80 (6.84)^a,c^                                          25.41 (7.46)^a,b,d^                                        45.89    \<.001   .03
  Gender                                           1--2   1.81 (0.39)^a,b^                                    1.75 (0.43)^b,d^                                                 1.87 (0.34)^a,c,d^                                         1.79 (0.41)^b^                                             13.78    \<.001   .01
  Educational level                                1--3   2.80 (0.40)^a,c^                                    2.85 (0.36)^d^                                                   2.83 (0.37)                                                2.85 (0.36)^d^                                             3.98     .008     .00
  Marital status                                   1--4   1.55 (0.78)^a,c^                                    1.79 (0.98)^b,c,d^                                               1.54 (0.75)^a,c^                                           1.68 (0.91)^a,b,d^                                         18.21    \<.001   .01
  Viewing frequency                                1--4   3.31 (0.72)^a,c^                                    3.06 (0.79)^b,c,d^                                               3.28 (0.73)^a^                                             3.22 (0.73)^a,d^                                           23.16    \<.001   .02
  Hours/working day                                0--6   2.61 (1.66)^a,c^                                    2.12 (1.51)^b,c,d^                                               2.65 (1.63)^a,c^                                           2.32 (1.58)^a,b,d^                                         24.52    \<.001   .02
  Hours/day off                                    0--6   3.93 (1.65)^a,c^                                    3.11 (1.66)^b,c,d^                                               3.96 (1.68)^a,c^                                           3.51 (1.66)^a,b,d^                                         58.99    \<.001   .04
  Number of episodes                               1--7   3.87 (1.82)^a,c^                                    3.36 (1.72)^b,c,d^                                               3.97 (1.77)^a,c^                                           3.58 (1.71)^a,b,d^                                         25.27    \<.001   .02
  Number of TV shows watched simultaneously        1--7   4.84 (2.02)^a,b^                                    4.02 (2.08)^b,c,d^                                               4.46 (2.05)^a,d^                                           4.62 (2.05)^a^                                             28.91    \<.001   .02
  Self-perceived dependency                        0--3   1.76 (1.01)^a,c^                                    1.00 (0.89)^b,c,d^                                               1.69 (1.04)^a,c^                                           1.36 (1.01)^a,b,d^                                         125.18   \<.001   .08
  Problematic consumption                          0--3   0.47 (0.78)^a,b,c^                                  0.21 (0.56)^b,d^                                                 0.61 (0.90)^a,c,d^                                         0.29 (0.62)^b,d^                                           64.45    \<.001   .05
  Willingness to change                            0--1   0.09 (0.29)^b^                                      0.10 (0.30)^b^                                                   0.15 (0.36)^a,c,d^                                         0.09 (0.28)^b^                                             8.97     \<.001   .01
  TV series-watching engagement                    1--4   2.69 (0.58)^a,b,c^                                  2.11 (0.52)^b,c,d^                                               2.49 (0.54)^a,c,d^                                         2.42 (0.55)^a,b,d^                                         190.65   \<.001   .12
  TV series-watching-related positive emotions     1--4   3.05 (0.42)^a,b,c^                                  2.60 (0.45)^b,c,d^                                               2.94 (0.42)^a,c,d^                                         2.83 (0.46)^a,b,d^                                         187.29   \<.001   .12
  TV series-watching desire-savoring               1--4   3.36 (0.47)^a,b,c^                                  2.77 (0.56)^b,c,d^                                               3.27 (0.50)^a,c,d^                                         3.05 (0.54)^a,b,d^                                         252.03   \<.001   .16
  TV series-watching pleasure preservation         1--4   2.60 (0.77)^a,b,c^                                  2.09 (0.71)^b,c,d^                                               2.41 (0.73)^a,c,d^                                         2.28 (0.77)^a,b,c^                                         83.62    \<.001   .06
  Binge-watching                                   1--4   2.73 (0.59)^a,c^                                    2.20 (0.57)^b,c,d^                                               2.75 (0.60)^a,c^                                           2.41 (0.59)^a,b,d^                                         206.66   \<.001   .13
  TV series-watching loss of control               1--4   2.12 (0.65)^a,b,c^                                  1.70 (0.54)^b,c,d^                                               2.20 (0.66)^a,c,d^                                         1.80 (0.57)^a,b,d^                                         162.51   \<.001   .11
  TV series-watching dependency                    1--4   1.89 (0.64)^a,b,c^                                  1.36 (0.38)^b,c,d^                                               1.82 (0.59)^a,c,d^                                         1.54 (0.51)^a,b,d^                                         209.64   \<.001   .13
  Negative affect                                  1--5   2.53 (0.65)^a,b,c^                                  2.06 (0.60)^b,d^                                                 2.73 (0.70)^a,c,d^                                         2.13 (0.61)^b,d^                                           247.97   \<.001   .16
  Positive affect                                  1--5   3.49 (0.52)^a,b,c^                                  3.38 (0.53)^b,d^                                                 3.19 (0.56)^a,c,d^                                         3.36 (0.52)^b,d^                                           49.42    \<.001   .04
  Compulsive Internet use                          1--5   2.73 (0.75)^a,b,c^                                  2.17 (0.68)^b,c,d^                                               2.86 (0.75)^a,c,d^                                         2.30 (0.71)^a,b,d^                                         204.55   \<.001   .14
  Alcohol-related problems                        0--40   5.52 (4.88)^b,c^                                    5.65 (4.64)^b,c^                                                 6.77 (5.35)^a,c,d^                                         4.54 (3.90)^a,b,d^                                         36.87    \<.001   .03

*Note.* ^a^Statistically significant in comparison to cluster 2 (*p* \< .05). ^b^Statistically significant in comparison to cluster 3 (*p* \< .05). ^c^Statistically significant in comparison to cluster 4 (*p* \< .05). ^d^Statistically significant in comparison to cluster 1 (*p* \< .05).

![Psychological profiles of the subgroups of TV series viewers. *Note.* SOC: social (WTSMQ); EE: emotional enhancement (WTSMQ); ENR: enrichment (WTSMQ); CE: coping/escapism (WTSMQ); NURG: negative urgency (s-UPPS-P); PURG: positive urgency (s-UPPS-P); LPR: lack of premeditation (s-UPPS-P); LPE: lack of perseverance (s-UPPS-P); SS: sensation seeking (s-UPPS-P); ER: emotional reactivity (ERS). Dashed lines refer to mean *Z*-scores of the entire sample. Bold lines refer to mean *Z*-scores for each specific cluster](jba-08-03-53_f001){#fig1}

![Genres of TV series most frequently watched among the four clusters. *Note.* The square sizes and color gradation refer to the strength of preference. The ANOVAs conducted emphasized a significant effect of cluster membership on each of the genres presented](jba-08-03-53_f002){#fig2}

On the whole, cluster 1 members were characterized by the highest levels of motivations for TV series watching, high urgency (both negative and positive) and the highest degree of sensation seeking, as well as high emotional reactivity. In contrast, members of cluster 2 reported the lowest motivations for TV series watching, low to moderate impulsivity traits, and low emotional reactivity. Affect-based motivations (i.e., emotional enhancement and coping/escapism) were the most pronounced among cluster 3 members, who also reported the highest scores on both impulsivity domains (with the exception of sensation seeking) and emotional reactivity. Members of cluster 4 were primarily motivated by emotional enhancement and enrichment for TV series watching, and were distinguished by low impulsivity traits and low emotional reactivity.

The results on external correlates showed that members of both clusters 1 and 3 tended to be younger, with members of cluster 2 being significantly older. Female viewers were also significantly more represented in cluster 3 compared with all other clusters. Concerning TV series-watching patterns, members of cluster 2 reported significantly less viewing, whereas members of both clusters 1 and 3 globally watched TV series more often and longer. They also watched more episodes back-to-back during one session, whereas members of cluster 2 reported watching significantly fewer episodes consecutively. Members of cluster 3 considered their consumption of TV series as more problematic in comparison with other clusters. Coherently, cluster 3 members also reported significantly more planning to modify their pace of consumption of TV series, whereas the three other clusters indicated less willingness to change their viewing behavior. Overall, members of cluster 1 reported significantly higher levels of engagement, positive emotional experience, desire, pleasure preservation, and dependency related to TV series watching, followed by members of cluster 3, then clusters 4 and 2. Cluster 2 members scored significantly lower on binge-watching, whereas members of both clusters 1 and 3 reported more binge-watching. Yet, cluster 3 members differed from cluster 1 as they scored significantly higher on loss of control than viewers belonging to the three other clusters, with, once again, members of cluster 2 being lowest. Cluster 3 members acknowledged significantly more negative affect over the past few months and also reported significantly more problematic Internet use and alcohol-related problems, as evidenced by the cluster comparisons. Finally, as to the genres of TV series they reported watching more, members of clusters 1 and 3 mentioned globally more drama and horror shows, and members of both clusters 1 and 4 mostly watched science fiction and fantasy genres. Detective series and historical shows were more popular among members of both clusters 2 and 4, and finally cluster 1 members enjoyed more action/adventure shows, whereas cluster 3 members watched significantly more romance-oriented TV series.

Discussion and Conclusions {#S4}
==========================

The aim of this study was to go beyond the unitary approach of binge-watching by identifying potential subgroups of binge-watchers through TV series-watching motivations, impulsivity traits, and emotional reactivity. Binge-watching has previously often been conceptualized a priori as an addictive disorder, thus engendering potential disease mongering while limiting the scope of its understanding. Therefore, this study aimed at subtyping binge-watching based on first-order psychological factors in a large sample of TV series viewers using a cluster-analytical approach. The results suggest a four-cluster solution with distinct viewers' profiles that exhibit unique psychological characteristics and specific patterns of external correlates.

The first cluster was composed of viewers characterized by the highest levels of motivations for TV series watching, elevated urgency traits (both positive and negative) and sensation seeking, as well as high emotional reactivity. As a subgroup of viewers who seem to make the most of binge-watching in a keen and trouble-free relationship with TV series, members of this cluster were named *avid binge-watchers.* Indeed, each TV series-watching motive was considered as essential by these viewers, which reflects how fundamental this leisure activity is for them in terms of needs fulfillment. Whether for the purpose of bonding with others outside viewing sessions ([@B25]; [@B65]; [@B95]), affect regulation via enjoyment or distraction ([@B69]; [@B79]; [@B80]), or personal enrichment ([@B1]; [@B55]; [@B67]), TV series watching may be an essential part of viewers' everyday life, TV shows being perceived as veritable "companions" ([@B25]). Obviously, the cluster comparison at hand suggests that members of this subgroup fall within this category of viewers: they reported an extensive consumption with more frequency of viewing and more distinct TV series followed simultaneously, while feeling at the same time more dependent on them. They also displayed the highest scores in measures of the extent of interest in or wish for binge-watching (i.e., engagement, positive emotional experience, desire/savoring, and pleasure preservation) and of dependency on TV series. These genuine TV series' enthusiasts were also characterized by a remarkable impulsivity profile. On the one hand, they displayed high levels of both types of urgency. On the other hand, they also manifested high levels of premeditation and perseverance. This association is particularly insightful in the context of binge-watching given the proposal that an elevated urgency may arise from inhibitory difficulties that are induced or potentiated by an emotional context, or could result from such a high emotional reactivity that inhibitory capacities (preserved in non-emotional contexts) end up being reduced ([@B10]; [@B40]; [@B103]). In this respect, it is noteworthy that *avid binge-watchers* were also distinguished by a heightened level of emotional reactivity. In addition, it has been suggested that urgency-related behaviors could be associated with difficulties to take into account the consequences of one's actions in emotional contexts ([@B10]; [@B16]). Taken together, this suggests that, rather than depending on basal (presumably reduced or impaired) self-control capacities, these viewers' ability to decide whether or not they should keep watching "just one more" episode must be especially sensitive to the effects of the TV series at the very moment of watching (i.e., through the emotional impact generated by the storyline, notably with the concluding events of an episode). The higher rates of binge-watching they acknowledge (i.e., more hours spent viewing per session, more episodes seen back to back, higher scores on the binge-watching measure) support this interpretation. As to their impulsivity profile, it is also of interest that *avid binge-watchers* were characterized by the highest level of sensation seeking. Sensation seeking, which has been recently reported as a predictor of binge-watching ([@B80]), relates more to motivational processes according to the multidimensional conceptualization of impulsivity ([@B72]) and should reflect a global predominance of approach behaviors (rather than avoidance behaviors) as well as a marked sensitivity to rewards or to positive reinforcements (see, e.g., [@B41]; [@B94]). This last consideration casts additional light on the reasons why these viewers would be more susceptible to binge-watching behavior given their foreseeable higher responsiveness to the immediate gratification provided by watching a subsequent episode. Furthermore, sensation seeking has been suggested as a driving factor to indulge in recreational activities (e.g., alcohol consumption and gambling) without necessarily contributing to the development of problematic behaviors ([@B84]). This is in line with the current result that *avid binge-watchers* reported lower scores on the loss of control measure and generally lower levels of agreement that their consumption of TV series was problematic.

In contrast, individuals in the second cluster were characterized by the lowest motivations for TV series watching, moderate impulsivity traits, and low emotional reactivity. Forming a subgroup of viewers apparently less involved with TV series, members of this cluster were named *recreational TV series viewers*. Indeed, the various TV series-watching motivations took a subordinate place for this subgroup of viewers who were on average older and more established (i.e., more marital relationships, higher educational levels) than those in the other clusters. For individuals in this cluster, TV series watching presumably does not fulfill the primary function of needs satisfaction, and takes a more modest place in their everyday life, as suggested by their low scores on viewing extent and binge-watching-related measures. These more casual TV series viewers presented average levels of impulsivity in all its subcomponents as well as low emotional reactivity, which contributes to their low risk to engage in binge-watching behavior.

The third cluster is composed of viewers who reported more affect-based motivations for TV series watching, higher impulsive traits (but a moderate level of sensation seeking), and the highest level of emotional reactivity. As a subgroup of individuals whom both dispositional traits and drivers place them at risk for more compulsive and, potentially, problematic binge-watching, members of this cluster were named *unregulated binge-watchers*. With rates of motivations close to the average, these viewers greatly enjoy TV series for entertainment purposes. Nevertheless, their drive for TV series watching appears to be even more determined by the will to reduce negative emotions or to escape unpleasant affective states. Interestingly, like *avid binge-watchers*, this subgroup is composed of younger viewers who reported elevated viewing patterns, which is consistent with both the fact that escapism from reality has recently been acknowledged as a key motivation to spend more time with binge-watching ([@B65]; [@B73]; [@B88]), and that young adults are often considered to be the most avid binge-viewers ([@B22]; [@B86]). However, setting aside the significance threshold, mean score differences between *avid binge-watchers* and *unregulated binge-watchers* are worth considering: while *avid binge-watchers* displayed a consumption of TV series much wider in scope with higher frequency and more TV series followed simultaneously, *unregulated binge-watchers* manifested a more constricted and intense consumption with more hours spent viewing and more episodes watched back-to-back during a single session. The simple observation of values similarly informs that *unregulated binge-watchers* self-reported slightly more binge-watching in comparison with *avid binge-watchers*. In view of previous findings from a large pool of TV series viewers showing that women are more likely than men to watch more episodes at a time (see [@B82]), it may be also worth noting that this cluster had the highest proportion of female viewers. This needs to be seen in light of their particular impulsivity profile, given that diminished self-control capacities were fully reflected in this subgroup by the highest scores recorded on the impulsivity dimensions (i.e., positive and negative urgency, lack of perseverance, and lack of premeditation) referring more directly to the efficiency of executive mechanisms (e.g., inhibitory control) and decision-making processes ([@B72]). Accordingly, in combination with the highest levels of emotional reactivity, *unregulated binge-watchers* may be more at risk of developing excessive and problematic patterns of binge-watching, by having trouble both resisting the urge to watch a subsequent episode and considering the consequences of getting drawn into a TV series for a longer time than intended. This is supported by external correlates, which show that these viewers not only acknowledged more loss of control over their viewing, but also considered their consumption of TV series as more problematic and more likely to be in need to be amended. In addition, as if to stressing their at-risk profile, *unregulated binge-watchers* also reported more problematic behaviors (i.e., compulsive Internet use and alcohol-related problems). In light of these results, and further supported by the observation that these viewers were primarily motivated by coping/escapism for TV series watching while declaring simultaneously more negative and less positive affects, it is likely that, for them, excessive binge-watching constitutes an emotion regulation strategy to cope with negative affective states ([@B26]; [@B73]; [@B96]). In this context, it is worth recalling the high prevalence of female viewers within this subgroup, which may be related to the higher rates of depression in women ([@B3]; [@B17]; [@B60]). In addition, there is evidence for positive associations between depression and binge-watching ([@B2]; [@B96]), with the effect of depression being fully mediated by self-control deficiency ([@B96]).

Members of the fourth cluster were primarily motivated by emotional enhancement and enrichment through TV series watching, and were characterized by low scores on all impulsivity dimensions and low emotional reactivity. Constituting a subgroup of TV series viewers with a particular interest in binge-watching but for whom moderation is key, members of this cluster were named *regulated binge-watchers*. Mostly driven by the parallel pleasures of entertainment and personal enrichment, *regulated binge-watchers* form the category of more "purist" viewers who engage in binge-watching for the gratifications that media use typically has to offer. Indeed, it is well established that selective entertainment media exposure in everyday life is motivated by both mood optimization (i.e., mood management theory; [@B110], [@B111]) and the search for eudaimonic enjoyment whereby one is gaining greater insight and meaningfulness while being moved by the media content ([@B61]; [@B62]; [@B105]). Nevertheless, neither too much nor too little in comparison with other clusters' members, these viewers' extent of TV series consumption always falls within the average range of rates, just as their scores on self-reported binge-watching measures. This seeming temperance in binge-watching behavior was well reflected in their lower scores on all impulsivity dimensions and emotional reactivity. As genuine regulation-oriented individuals, it is worth noting that they also manifested the highest level of premeditation and lowest degree of alcohol-related problems.

Accounting for the various genres of TV series differentially favored by members of the four clusters gives further substance to the foregoing considerations. Although genres of TV series are mostly hybrids (i.e., mixing elements of several genres at once), such literary subdivision still seems appropriate in light of the current clusters. As for *avid binge-watchers*, it is noteworthy that their favored categories (i.e., action/adventure, science fiction, drama, fantasy, and horror) were predominantly of story-driven nature, proposing long-term narratives that stretch overarching storylines across multiple episodes, a whole season or even the entire TV series. Meant as a set that always remains to be complemented, every single episode in this kind of storytelling leaves unresolved questions (by means of striking cliffhangers) that will be answered later, thus giving rise to suspense and leading to strong expectations about the outcome. The tendency to get absorbed into suspenseful stories and to keep watching to see how the storyline unfolds ([@B49]) might explain the higher rates of binge-watching reported by this cluster. More recently, binge-watching (regardless of content) has also been found to be preferred when individual episodes are perceived to be interconnected as opposed to when events are independent with points of closure ([@B52]). Not only insightful with respect to viewing patterns, *avid binge-watchers*' preferences are also quite illustrative of the psychological features that characterize this subgroup of viewers. Their preference for high-energy narratives with acute stakes (i.e., action/adventure) and series with twisty plots and tense atmosphere (i.e., horror) somehow bears witness to their higher level of sensation seeking. Preceding research has, for example, shown that sensation seeking predicts horror's appeal ([@B6]; [@B92]; [@B113]), and that arousal in high sensation seekers increases significantly during exposure to horror ([@B91]). Beyond sensation seeking, their reported appetite for science fiction and fantasy genres may also reflect their greater use of TV series watching for personal enrichment as, while being transported to parallel worlds (e.g., possible futures and supernatural universe), viewers follow the course of varied events often organized and focused around resonant, eudaimonic themes, that convey meaningful and intellectually stimulating messages ([@B76]). This latter connection is best exemplified by the viewing preferences of *regulated binge-watchers* (here known to primarily seek eudaimonic enjoyment through TV series watching) that also lie on the side of thought-provoking and horizon-widening types of shows (i.e., science fiction, detective, fantasy, and historical). For their part, *unregulated binge-watchers* had in common with *avid binge-watchers* to watch more programs (i.e., drama and horror) that deliver linearly progressing storylines, where prolonged cliffhangers maintain long-term suspense, but especially where emotional impact reaches its peak. Indeed, previous studies indicated that viewers exposed to horror undergo an exhilarating emotional experience ([@B90]; [@B91]) and that, relative to other genres, drama tends to be associated with greater emotional arousal ([@B61]; [@B93]). Specific for individuals in this subgroup of TV series viewers, however, is their significantly more pronounced proneness to immerse themselves in romance-oriented TV shows, where the interconnectedness of episodes most often addresses the protagonists' love affairs. This is a special feature that is arguably deducible from the fact that this subgroup had the highest proportion of female viewers, given the existence of reliable gender differences identified by research with respect to romantic media preferences ([@B32]; [@B63]; [@B106]). Finally, of particular interest remains that detective shows constituted the only category of programs for which the viewers who were characterized either by a minor (i.e., *recreational TV series viewers*) or moderate (i.e., *regulated binge-watchers*) proneness to engage in binge-watching reported more inclination. In fact, police-procedural TV series typically consist in stand-alone episodes where the plots follow the investigative procedure, thus delivering closed in themselves stories with a beginning and a resolution (i.e., solving the crime). More broadly characterized as pure intellectual animation lacking emotional appeal (due to its emphasis on reasoning and puzzle-solving; [@B47]; [@B85]), the fact that this type of TV series only stands out on the side of the more moderate viewers comes as a further support to all the above reasoning.

Taken together, the current clustering results suggest that subtyping of binge-watchers according to TV series-watching motivations, multidimensional impulsivity, and emotional reactivity may be a theoretically sound way of capturing the diversity among non-problematic and problematic binge-watchers, thereby stressing the heterogeneous and multidetermined nature of binge-watching ([@B25]). More importantly, these findings emphasize that, beyond similar elevated viewing patterns, avid binge-watching is utterly distinct from problematic binge-watching, which lends strong support to the view that conceptualizing high binge-watching as an addictive disorder from the outset is not just ill-suited but prejudicial as this amounts to pathologizing a popular leisure activity one may be just passionate about. Rather, from a psychological processes-based perspective (e.g., [@B46]), our results draw a clear distinction between high binge-watchers by setting apart the ones who, greatly receptive to what is happening during viewing (i.e., under the direct influence of TV series), are giving in to binge-watching for better, and the others whom poor self-control and emotional regulation difficulties make them more vulnerable to develop excessive or problematic patterns of binge-watching. In this context, the results of this study echo previous findings showing that media marathon viewing is not necessarily dysfunctional, but can also testify of a very reflective and meaningful experience ([@B96]), and that more generally high (but healthy) involvement has to be distinguished from problematic involvement, or addiction, with regard to recreational behaviors (e.g., problematic use of video games; [@B9]; [@B15]).

The present findings also have clinical implications by suggesting that interventions devoted to both the establishment of adaptive emotion regulation strategies and the improvement of self-control capacities would be prime candidates for the treatment of problematic binge-watching. Still, several limitations of this study need to be acknowledged. First, in view of its cross-sectional nature, further longitudinal research is required to support the soundness of the four clusters. Moreover, this study relied on self-reported data, which implies typical limitations such as social desirability or differing self-perception of binge-watching severity and consequences. Objective measures of the psychological characteristics considered (e.g., laboratory behavioral measures of impulsivity, physiological assessment of emotional reactivity) are therefore needed in future investigations. It is also worth noting that data clustering techniques do not allow for the examination of causal relationships between constructs. Finally, forthcoming studies should consider a more comprehensive assessment of psychological factors (e.g., other types of personality traits) to further explore binge-watchers' subprofiles.

Overall, this study identified distinct valid subgroups of binge-watchers on the basis of first-order psychological factors. Through a careful back and forth comparison of their psychological characteristics and correlates, an in-depth examination of each profile allowed for a veritable disentangling of binge-watching behaviors as well as for improving the understanding of what motivates problem binge-watching. In doing so, we further approached the complexity of binge-watching, which can no longer be conceptualized as a unitary behavioral manifestation, and whose investigation must go beyond mere surface-based approaches.
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How often do you generally watch at least two episodes in a row?--Less than once a month--Once or several times a month--Once or several times a week--Once or several times a day

Over the past 6 months, how much time did you generally spend watching TV series during a typical working day?... minutes

Over the past 6 months, how much time did you generally spend watching TV series during a typical day off?... minutes

Over the past 6 months, how many episodes did you watch during a typical screening session?--1 episode--2 consecutive episodes--3 consecutive episodes--4 consecutive episodes--5 consecutive episodes--6 consecutive episodes--More than 6 consecutive episodes

Over the past 6 months, how many TV series did you follow simultaneously?--Only 1 series--2 series--3 series--4 series--5 series--6 series--More than 6 series

Do you consider yourself as dependent on TV series?--Yes--No

Do you consider your TV series consumption as problematic?--Yes--No

Do you plan to modify your pace of consumption of TV series?--Yes--No
